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a learning game

in of beholder
agile goal

discover and deliver high value
product backlog
beholders
goal
let’s play!
**the game**

**Explore**
- Diverse, conflicting stakeholder views
- How to organize backlog items, *without* prioritizing

**Each team**
- 4-5 players, 1 is the facilitator
- Need table/horizontal space for game cards

*Once upon a time there was a farm... the stakeholders have different perspectives*
the game
4 perspectives

Producer / Farmer

Consumer / Buyer

Land Owner

Farm Bureau &
Regulatory Agencies
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the game
15 backlog items

- Fertilize crops
- Survey market
- Forecast profit
4 rounds + overall debrief
overall debrief

Across all 4 rounds, what did you notice about BL organization?

How does this relate to your BL?

How well does your BL represent different stakeholders?

What might you do differently about your BL work?
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thanks!

email mary@ebgconsulting.com
twitter @mbgorman
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